Tara and Tiree

Name ______________________ #______ Blue

Comprehension
☐ Fold paper to make 6 boxes. Number the boxes. Write a sentence in each box that tells the story of Tara and Tiree. Make sure your sentences are in sequence.

Word Work
☐ Use the glossary to tell what the guide words are for each word below.
1. brave
2. collar
3. slipped
4. drooled
5. lanterns
6. telescope
7. shuttle
8. luckiest

Phonics
☐ Write these words. Trace all vowels in green. Trace all consonants in orange.
1. courageous
2. hazard
3. rescue
4. avalanche
5. instinct
6. blustery

Respond/Retell
☐ A hero is someone who does something brave. Draw a picture of a hero and tell what they did. Write at least 5 complete sentences.

Write a sentence with each word.